DMCA TAKEDOWN REQUEST
What is this Form?
Pursuant to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act under United States law, this form allows a
copyright holder or authorized representative to request that UCIP.org remove their copyrighted
content placed by themselves or a third party without permission or other legal authorization.
Please keep in mind that a takedown request can only be made by the copyright owner or an
authorized representative, with proof of identity and authorization, of the copyright holder.
Upon submission of this form, our staff will diligently assess all information provided. This
form’s submission will be made available to the user who’s been accused of
plagiarism/theft/infringement if such reason is the cause for the submission of the notice.
By submitting this form you are acknowledging that you are the lawful copyright holder and can
prove ownership over such works. By falsely submitting this form you are committing an act of
perjury pursuable under the court of law and will be prosecuted to the fullest extent possible.

1.)

WHO HOLDS THIS COPYRIGHT MATERIAL?
a.) me
b.) a company, client, relative or organization I legally represent
c.) someone else

2.)

WORKS TO BE REMOVED
a.) URL of infringement/works to be removed:
b.) Describe the work allegedly infringed/to be removed:
c.) Title of work:
d.) Please submit the original file for review:
e.) please submit the original URL of the work for review:

3.)

YOUR INFORMATION
a.) Full Legal Name:
b.) e-mail address:
c.) street address:
d.) city:
e.) state/province:
f.) country:
g.) Zip/Postal code:
h.) phone number:

i.) photographic proof of identification/power of attorney:

4. LEGAL INFORMATION AND SIGNATURES
By checking each of the following boxes, I certify under penalty of perjury that:
I am the copyright owner, or an agent authorized to act on behalf of the copyright owner in
an exclusive right, of the material allegedly being infringed/requesting removal of.
I have a good faith belief that the use of the material in the manner complained of is not
authorized by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law. –OR- I am requesting the removal of my
own work in accordance with UCIP.org’s written cease and desist policy.
The information and assertions in this notification are accurate.
I acknowledge that under Section 512(f) of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act any
person who knowingly materially misrepresents a material or activity is infringing and may be
subject to liability.
I understand that UCIP.org may forward a copy of this complaint to the individual against
whom I am claiming infringement.
I acknowledge that knowingly filing a false complaint will result in the termination of my
UCIP membership as well as result in me being held legally liable and/or accountable for any
damages incurred by my false accusation and agree to pay all legal/court costs should this issue
wind up in the court of law.

Signing my full name below means that I understand and agree with this form in part and whole.

